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Global inflation is elusive, but… 
Core CPI in the US remains below its 2% target; in Eurozone and the UK it still flirts 
with +1%. Swiss headline inflation flirts with record lows (since 1959), in Japan and in 
China, developments in prices are also clearly on the weak side. There are no signs 
of a trend change in any region, except maybe for the US. Indeed, nominal and real 
wages are gradually taking-off. This may well represent the so-called regime change 
that J. Yellen was waiting for. US inflation may finally experience a cyclical bounce 
over coming quarters. Most factors that led inflation and inflation expectations down 
have reached their maximum impact and will dissipate soon: oil prices have stabilized, 
the EUR is close to its January level, the ECB has given signs that it would provide 
more accommodation. However, a continued degradation in consumer survey-based 

measures of inflation expectations remains a problem, whatever current valuations 
are. The base effect of oil prices collapse will gradually wane early 2016, putting 
significant pressure on headline inflation numbers.  
 
China is experiencing a significant decline in all its inflation metrics. This disinflation 
process is linked to several cyclical factors (soft landing, strong Yuan, tepid global 
demand) and more structural ones (the rise of the tertiary sectors, fight against 
corruption and excess leverage, demography). A few emerging countries represent 
significant exceptions. In a few large ¨problematic¨ countries like Brazil and Russia, 
inflation is vibrant. This is essentially due to outright devaluations and definitely not to 
overheating economies.  
 
The US economy is on solid grounds, experiencing a ¨disinflationary boom¨ 
Latest employment and payroll data were pretty strong, implying further improvement 
in wages (a missing piece so far). Housing is doing fine, and consumption is resilient. 
The benefits of much lower energy prices have not yet fully translated into more 
vibrant household spending. This may develop in coming months. The rebound in the 
stock market, as well as a rise in Fed policy rates, may also play a positive 
psychological role on consumers. 
 
Manufacturing is baring the brunt of a stronger US Dollar and of the collapse of 

energy prices. In this environment, business investment doesn’t take-off yet. Firms 
have remained focused on using their cash-flows and cheap funding to pay dividends 
or buy back equity. The growth rate of equipment investment will remain mediocre 
next year, namely plagued by energy and mining sectors’ downsizings. Projects 
financing will become less attractive due to a rise in the cost of capital (corporate bond 
rates rose over 100 basis points in past months). 
The US economy will deliver a very decent expansion over coming months. Risks of a 
policy mistake by the Fed have subsided. Watch for further significant strength of the 
USD that could derail a smooth normalisation process. 

     Performances 2015    
 (November 30th, 2015) 

Equities 
MSCI World +0.0%  
S&P 500 +2.1% 
Eurostoxx +12.6% 
Nikkei +14.3% 
MSCI Emerging -13.7% 
 
Bonds  
US Treasury 10y +1.5% 
US Corporate +0.4% 
Bund 10y +3.0% 
EU Corporate +0.3% 
 
Currencies 
USD index +10.9% 
EUR/USD -12.5% 
GBP/USD -3.5% 
USD/CHF -3.4% 
USD/JPY +2.8% 
 
Commodities 
Gold -10.2% 
Silver -9.8% 
Oil (Brent) -23.6% 
 
Source: Bloomberg 
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« Trepidation is over. Let’s get back to basics »  

 
Unstows¨ are multiplying  
Several factors are fuelling a growing number of unstows. One would feature 
economic cycles de-synchronization and the world becoming multipolar and 
more centric (low global cooperation / ¨G zero¨).  
Among cyclical drivers, there are market forces, imposing to many emerging 
countries a de-pegging from the US Dollar. A striking example is Russia, which 
has kept control over its budget deficit, in spite of the collapse of oil prices 
(expressed in USD). Still, these sorts of currency ¨de-peggings¨ accentuate the 
medium-term vulnerability of countries having significant external debt – in USD.  
The US is on the verge of de-anchoring its interest rates. It will consequently lose 

control over market rates (i.e. medium and long bonds’ rates).  There are also 
more structural drivers favouring fundamental divergences across the globe. 
China is changing its economic model. It logically induces un-stowing from the 
US Dollar zone and currency. Peking’s ultimate goal is to become the regional 
reference (Asia) power, and by the way lower its economic and financial 
dependency from the US (namely monetary policy).  
The Eurozone has lately un-stowed from Dogmatism and Orthodoxy. To put it 
bluntly, Germany slowly and pragmatically surrendered, in order to confront 
Eurozone implosion risks. Indeed, Euro-bonds will ultimately materialize. In the 
meantime, the upcoming sovereign debt write-offs (¨hello Athens¨) will attest for it 
in a couple of years.  
 
It spells the following consequences: - The Euro is no longer a willing victim of 
the ¨currency war¨, - The Danish Krona, the Hong Kong dollar and the Gulf 
Emirates / Saudi Arabia currencies will face further speculative pressure – The 
actual relative calm for long rates may be temporary. 
 

World exports’ champion is facing complex headwinds 
Like Sweden, Germany will allocate 1% of its budget to the refugees. Germany can 
easily afford for it, as the country is experiencing the 4th yearly surplus. Yet, this 
will not prevent political tension from emerging. Indeed, A. Merkel is struggling to 
maintain discipline within her conservative bloc. Mr Schäuble, second most 
powerful leader, has become increasingly critical over refugee policy. Similarly, 
interior Minister de Maizière re-imposed the ¨Dublin rule¨ (denying Syrians’ 
refugees right), in confrontation to the famous ¨refugees welcome¨ call.  
The Volkswagen scandal threatens employment. But the company is a too 
symbolic German icon to disappear. Support may need to be considered, as 
carmakers is a capital intensive, leveraged, hence potentially fragile industry. This 

has pushed the German (and other European) government(s) to put its credibility at 
risks, by lobbying for laxer carmakers rules regarding emissions… In a worst-case 
scenario, the nationalisation of Volkswagen would be affordable for Germany. 
Meantime, a ¨cash for clunkers¨ program – reminiscent to the US rescue of GM - is 
a predictable first step.  
Germany will not be derailed by recent problems. These non-repetitive and 
exogenous shocks will prove manageable. A possible loss of German leadership in 
Europe would prove temporary 
 

Is Russia becoming  
¨respectable¨ again? 
 
Western governments presented a 
united front in imposing economic 
sanctions on Russia in the wake of 
Ukraine invasion in 2014. The 
sanctions damage considerably the 
Russian economy. Putin’s intervention 
in Syria is proving ineffective, due to 
the weakness of the government, who 
has lost control of the major portion of 
the country. The spectre of the 
humiliating Afghan retreat in 1989, will 
prevent Russia from contemplating a 

necessary ground military 
intervention. In the aftermath of recent 
terrorist attacks in Europe and against 
a Russian warplane, a convenient 
community of geo-political interests 
has built between Russia and the 
West. It will become increasingly 
difficult for Western countries to 
continue applying economic sanctions 
to Russia in this context. The ongoing 
stabilisation - granted at a low level – 
of energy prices and of the Rubble 
are positive complementary factors.  
A domestic economic recovery might 
take place by the end of 2016. 

Russian assets (corporate bonds in 
hard currencies, government 
bonds in Rubble) deserve interest 
for risk conscious investors 
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INVESTMENT CONCLUSION 
 
Financial markets have proved sanguine lately, after the brutal correction that took 
place at summer end. The stabilisation in the Chinese currency, coupled to the 
active engagement of large central banks – the Fed, the ECB and the PBoC – 
managed to restore some calm. A resilient US economy and broader signs of 
recovery in Europe also played a positive role. The improvement of the visibility for 
financial markets looks set to continue into early 2016. Indeed, the publication of 
companies’ earnings proved decent, compared to more pessimistic analyst 
expectations.  
 
The reflation process in Europe has further to go, due to entrenched deflationary 
tensions. This is likely to benefit to European assets, even more so considering the 
brutal correction they have faced in Q2 and Q3. We intend to catch attractive 
opportunities in this region. Bond markets deserve selectivity on the verge of the 
start of a new interest rate cycle in the US  

Poland is an attractive 
European diversification 
 
Contrarily to many large emerging 
markets, Poland is not impacted by 
the collapse in commodities prices. 
Its economy, its currency and 
financial market stability 
acknowledged for it. In this calm 
context, the National Bank of Poland 
(NBP) left once again its policy rate 
unchanged at 1.5%. Governor Belka 
described its recent changes to 
GDP growth and inflation forecasts 
as “minimal downgrades”. Belka 

reiterated that there were no current 
conditions to justify rate cuts, and 
that future rate cuts would be 
decided by the new Council. The 
governing council said that they 
continued to expect CPI back in 
positive territory by year-end. The 
Polish manufacturing economy 
regained some momentum at the 
start of the Q4. Leading indicators 
signalled the strongest improvement 
in manufacturing business 
conditions since July, and extended 
the current sequence of overall 
growth of the sector to 13 months. 
 
We prefer the Polish currency 
among central Europe currencies. 
Polish bonds deserve interest.  
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